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HUNCHBACK ARE
Mike—guitar, vocals
Jay—bass, vocals
Miranda—drums, vocals
Craig—keys, noise, vocals
Joe: How much do you love Neil Young?
Mike: [Holding out his arms] This much. 
A lot.
Jay: If we could double our arm spans, 
actually if everyone does it, it would probably 
be even more.
Craig: About this much [all joining arms and 
stretching them].
Joe: How big is your Mad Magazine 
collection?
Mike: It’s fairly big. I don’t have any really 
heavy stuff. I don’t have any of the actual 
fi rst printings of the comic book issues. The 
issues I have really only go back to the ‘60s.
Craig: You do have the middle fi nger cover?
Jay: That’s my favorite one that you have.

Joe: Are there any other comics that you’re 
really into?
Mike: Yeah, a lot. All the EC stuff, who are 
the guys who ultimately did Mad, and I love 
‘60s underground comics, Rory Hayes, Justin 
Green. I love the ‘90s alternative stuff. I love 
Peter Bagge, and Mike Diana, the new guys 
like Johnny Ryan. It’s great.
Joe: Craig, how do you work with sound?
Craig: I just make noises, usually. I nerd out 
with my synthesizers for hours and hours, 
making noises that no one wants to hear, 
really. And then out of it, sometimes you 
get things that sound cool. I like feedback 
a lot. Feedback is the inspiration for almost 

every sound I make. It’s pretty much the best 
fucking sound on the planet.
Joe: Do you work with sound for a living?
Craig: Yeah, I started doing live sound late 
this fall, at Asbury Lanes, which is a really 
awesome venue in New Jersey. And I’m 
doing this now. I record bands…
Mike: He’s neglecting to tell you he works at 
Maxwell’s now, but he’s hooking up an ADAT 
(tape recorder) to record tonight’s show.
Craig: Yeah, I have ADAT to record basements 
shows, which is the best thing ever.
Mike: We’ve recorded a lot of basement 
shows, which is silly for most people.
Craig: No, it’s great.
Jay: It’s good to have them archived, though. 
Eventually, we’ll be able to put together a 
really good compilation of New Brunswick 
basement shows.
Mike: Or just bootlegs, if someone gets 
famous.
Jay: Fame!
Craig: Basically, this is just really banking 
on Ebay still being around [laughter].
Joe: What other bands have you collectively 

been in together?
Mike: [Deep breath]
Jay: Lots…
Miranda: Wow…
Craig: This is my fi rst band.
Mike: This is Craig’s fi rst band ever, that’s true.
Jay: He did not play music. We were 
actually, like, “Craig, you’ve gotta help 
us trigger live samples.” We were even 
thinking of doing simple noise, like some 
loops, but eventually that just evolved into 
him playing keyboards.
Miranda: And harmonica. And French horn.
Jay: And ukulele [laughs].
Mike: At the time, we wanted Craig to 

do that. Jay and Miranda were playing in 
Planet Janet, and that was kind of how we 
thought of it. But Miranda and Craig went 
to high school together, and Jay and I went 
to high school together. And far before 
then—we were pretty young—we played 
in a lot of bands together: Bloodsucking 
Geeks, Sam’s Town, Tu Lechon Asados, 
American Bandstand Communist 
Brigade…
Jay: Maybe the Lucky Strikes did a couple 
of shows…
Mike: Lots and lots of really silly bands.
Jay: Usually, we’d just play a few shows.
Mike: Bloodsucking Geeks was the fi rst 
version of Hunchback in a way, because when 
we started it was me, Jay, and the drummer of 
Bloodsucking Geeks, and that wasn’t really 
working out. Miranda was a great drummer 
who we knew, so we got together.
Jay: We played two shows as The Wizards 
Of Gore—one opening up for The Mermen 
and the other opening up for Dick Dale—and 
then we stopped being as much as a surf band 
and got Craig.

Mike: That’s when Hunchback proper 
really started.
Joe: Why did you start wearing dresses?
Miranda: Well, I’m a girl [laughter]. So I 
was born, and then they put me in one.
Jay: And they knew she was going to be 
in Hunchback.
Mike: So you were being born, and the doctor 
was holding a dress right there, ready.
Miranda: “We wanna train you early!”
Jay: With your short little baby arms going 
into it.
Miranda: My fat little baby head, too.
Mike: I always thought it was really cool when 
bands wore dresses, and that it looks really cool.

“There’s no 
good shows 
anymore.” 
It’s because 
you suck, dude, 
that’s why.



Jay: I did it a few times with a band I was 
in California.
Mike: In Gargantuan Thrill Machine? I’m 
sure the Razorcake readers are familiar with 
Gargantuan Thrill Machine.
Jay: It was a ridiculous ska punk band I was 
in when I was fourteen or fi fteen. They were 
just on a couple of compilations.
Mike: No, they did all right.
Miranda: But that’s the ‘90s, right?
Jay: Yeah, it was the ‘90s.
Miranda: So that’s why. 
Jay: So yeah, it was the ‘90s, and everyone 
was wearing dresses.
Miranda: And we’re still in the ‘90s, all 
of us.
Jay: And we’re very into, kind of the year 
punk broke bands, like that whole Sub Pop 
scene from the ‘90s, and that’s a lot of the 

inspiration behind the dresses, I feel. Not 
only those scenes.
Mike: I genuinely feel really cool in a dress. 
I think it’s neat.
Miranda: Everyone always wants me to 
wear a suit too, like, “Oh, you should be 
wearing a suit.”
Mike: But it’s not really like “Hey look, we’re 
guys wearing dresses,” so that’s funny.
Miranda: It’s more that we all like dresses.
Jay: It’s like, “How about we get to wear 
something really comfortable, and you 
have to wear something really horrible 
and binding?”
Mike: Although comedy doesn’t hurt on that 
front too, like Kids in the Hall. We all love 
Kids in the Hall.
Miranda: All male sketch comedy includes 
cross dressing.
Jay: Now that I think about it, Kids in the 
Hall is probably the number one reason I 
think dresses are cool.
Craig: It’s riot grrrl.
Miranda: Kids in the Hall is riot grrrl. It’s 
really what we came up with today.
Jay: I feel we should blow that one up.

Miranda: That’s the only thing I say in the 
whole interview.
Joe: How far did you drive to pick up the 
copies of your fi rst record?
Mike: How did you hear about that? That’s 
pretty good.
Miranda: This is like Inside the Actor’s Studio.
Jay: If you take out a map and you look how 
far New Jersey and New Hampshire are away 
from each other…. 
Mike: The thing was that we had this release 
show on Valentine’s Day with The Ergs! It 
was going to be really fun, and it was totally 
booked. The day before, I was freaking 
out on the phone with the CD company, 
saying, “Where are they? The release show 
is tomorrow. What’s going on?” and they 
screwed up. They were like, “We’re sorry, 
but they’re still here. We can have them to 

you in two days,” and it was absolutely no 
option. I think this is a metaphor for how we 
are with certain things, but there wasn’t a 
question about it. I called Jay and said, “Can 
you take the train to my house? We’ve got to 
go to New Hampshire.” So we drove up to 
New Hampshire, got there a little early, slept 
in front of the place for a few hours, the place 
opened, we got the CDs.
Jay: It was a few hours before they were 
ready, so we went to a comic book shop 
where we got some Mad Magazines.
Mike: We went back, got the CDs, ate at 
Hooters, took pictures of the CDs at Hooters, 
and drove directly to the release show. And 
we sold three of them that night!
Jay: It makes it all worth it.
Miranda: I’m going to go cry [laughter].
Joe: What’s the New Brunswick/Screaming 
Females zine story?
Miranda: Are you talking about the 
period one?
Joe: I think so.
Mike: Miranda wrote a couple of pieces for 
Hub City.
Jay: She’s on the staff.

Miranda: Yeah right—I get paid like, a lot. 
One of them is about getting your period on 
the road. It was sort of silly, not meant to 
be serious.
Mike: But there was truth to it. It’s 
certainly something to think about it, like 
it happens.
Craig: Oh, I think it’s the paying for 
basement shows one.
Mike: I think it involves “F you.”
Jay: The “F word”? Oh we can’t do that.
Mike: You were angry in it, like “Don’t 
f-in come.”
Miranda: I don’t know what we’re talking 
about.
Mike: There was the article where you were 
like, “If you really don’t want to pay for a 
basement show, then don’t come.”
Jay: How it’s not an entitlement, like these 

bands come from far away. They spend their 
own money.
Miranda: There was an instance where 
certain people were not only refusing to pay, 
but being really belligerent about it, and I 
was, “How can you not understand people 
are on tour and they need to get paid in order 
to get to the next city, and it’s not like you’re 
entitled to be down here.” That’s the essence 
of what I said.
Jay: And a lot of it is the attitude, too, 
because a lot of time people really don’t 
have the money, and say they’ll pay double 
next time.
Craig: But they bring a fuckin’ six pack and 
say they don’t have the cash.
Mike: You get college kids that show up 
with a 40, and are like, “Oh, I don’t have 
any money. I’m real sorry,” and it’s a bunch 
of crap.
Jay: And they give you attitude about it.
Miranda: It’s really more the attitude, because, 
honestly, I think we’ve all been broke.
Jay: Yeah, it is the attitude. It’s not very 
supportive. And if people keep acting like 
that, then no bands will come here. And 
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then you’ll have nothing to go to with your 
40 [laughing].
Mike: The thing that bothers us a little 
bit is that we’ve certainly been playing 
independent, basement, and house shows 
for a really long time, and it’s gotten so 
much, totally more awesome in the past ten 
years. It’s become amazing, frankly. And it 
could be better. It could be like a real thing 
that people can do, and have a real tour, 
and only play houses and basements, and 
it’s gotten so much closer to it. But, people, 
because they’re selfi sh, would rather not 
pay the three dollars, and have it die. And 
it’s very upsetting.
Miranda: And then whine about it, even 
worse, they whine. “There’s no good shows 
anymore.” It’s because you suck, dude, 
that’s why.

Jay: And it’s not like the local bands are 
skimming off the top. Usually, they don’t 
make a dime.
Mike: And Screaming Females, anyone at 
The Parlor—Hunchback, The Ergs!—there’s 
never been a question of paying the local 
bands, or even a band that’s driving from New 
York, when there’s a band from Portland or 
Germany. There’s just no question about it.
Miranda: We feel strongly about it.
Joe: Has there ever been a building named 
after Hunchback?
Mike: Is there?
Jay: Fish has The Parlor.
Mike: Oh that’s right, The Parlor. They call 
it The Parlor; it was actually a really old song 
from a band of Jay and mine.
Jay: American Bandstand Communist Brigade.
Miranda: Wow, that’s right. That’s crazy.
Mike: It was recorded by them fi rst. Good luck 
fi nding that tape. Most of them were destroyed… 
by people who bought it [laughing].
Miranda: Hiyo!
Mike: But people liked it when we played 
it there. Fish liked it. I guess that’s why he 
named it The Parlor.

Miranda: There’s a lot of audience 
participation in that one, people screaming 
along about spiders.
Joe: Defi ne the following words and terms. 
The fi rst one is “Craiging.”
[Laughter and yelling]
Jay: The Ergs! had to give you this. You 
defi nitely talked to The Ergs!
Mike: I wish, I wish that we could say, 
“Craig, you’re defi nitely not comfortable 
with this.”
Craig: Craiging is when you mess up an easy 
part on the keyboard.
Mike: We, technically—I guess we can 
answer the question—because we changed 
the meaning of Craiging from what it used to 
be to now: messing up a part on the keyboard. 
We did. We changed it at practice.
Miranda: We can’t say.

Jay: We’re not going to go any further 
[laughter].
Joe: Okay, also “chubbing.”
All: Oh.
Mike: Let’s just do that.
[Everyone proceeds to come forward and 
lightly pinch Joe’s arm.]
Miranda: Oh you’ve got nice chubb.
Jay: Athletic chubb.
Miranda: [Deep voice] Is this bothering you?
Jay: That’s chubbing.
Mike: It’s an affectionate thing to do with 
your friends, to pinch their arms.
Jay: People are adverse to it at fi rst, but if 
you will let yourself go to it, it’s actually 
very calming.
Joe: What is “Punch Punch Ceiling”?
Mike: That’s a hilarious story. We played 
a show far away, and afterwards, some 
of us wanted to go to sleep. Some of us 
wanted to play a dumb video game. So the 
people who wanted to go to sleep went 
into the basement…
Jay: That was all of us.
Mike: And then there were other folks who 
wanted to play this video game. The video 

game was directly over the sleeping area, 
which wouldn’t have been a problem, but it 
was that game Dance Dance Revolution.
Jay: And as you can see, it’s quite a problem 
to be sleeping directly under Dance Dance 
Revolution all night. Then Craig started 
playing “Punch Punch Ceiling.”
Craig: We woke up early because we 
leave early.
Jay: Because we have to.
Craig: We have to fi nd coffee shops and 
comic and record stores.
Miranda: We don’t need to get home or 
anything.
Craig: So I played “Punch Punch Ceiling” 
in the morning.
Joe: What is “The Original Ten”?
Jay: Wow, you know a lot…
Mike: Jay and I were part of a group of 

ten guys who went to high school together, 
who were great close friends, and certifi ably 
crazy, I think, and we called that group The 
Original Ten.
Jay: To an extent, it still exists. We get 
together pretty rarely, sometimes for birthday 
parties, sometimes for weddings. A couple of 
us have tattoos.
Joe: Who has spent the most money on 
records while on tour?
Mike: Me, I absolutely prepared and treated 
tour as a buying trip. I bought a lot of stuff 
to sell, but I also bought a ton of stuff for 
myself. I found a bunch of really great, very 
hard-to-fi nd stuff for great prices. I say this 
all the time; the good records are really 
outside of New York. New York stinks for 
record buying.
Jay: Every morning, he would be the fi rst 
one up and usually be back from the record 
stores before we’d have eaten breakfast.
Mike: I’m really quite obsessive with it, yeah.
Joe: How does “real beauty” fi t in with the 
theme of your songs?
Mike: We, a long time ago, sat down and 
started to talk about things that we believed 
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We went back, got the CDs, ate at 
Hooters, took pictures of the CDs at 

Hooters, and drove directly to the 
release show. And we sold 

three of them that night!

in—regarding beauty and thinking about 
where the defi nitions of those things lied—
and came up conceptually with, almost, 
an idea for the band. Interestingly enough, 
we’d already been called Hunchback, but it 
works very well in this theme; exists a lot 
previously. It’s not like we just came up with 
it, but it’s certainly been very abandoned. 
And it is truly summed up very shortly 
by “beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” 
It’s a really, really great phrase, and it’s 
really deep. I think we all kinda agree that 
its antithesis is actually something you 
wouldn’t think it is. The antithesis is actually 
“pretty on the inside.” That phrase, while it 
is attempting to be nice, and is a liberal way 
of saying something. The ultimate thing that 
the phrase is saying is that your outside is 
ugly, there’s no chance, there’s no leeway, 
there’s no give or take on that. It’s just ugly. 
But, oh, hey, you’re nice. And that’s a bunch 
of crap.

Miranda: It’s the whole “you’re pretty or 
you’re not,” and it’s awful.
Mike: It’s absolutely unacceptable, and it 
goes beyond just physical beauty, too. It’s 
also about acceptance. It’s also about the 
way you look, the clothes that you buy, the 
car that you choose and what kind of hubcaps 
it has, how many songs your IPod has, what 
kind of shampoo you use. You know, it’s all 
tied into the things that make people buy too 
much stuff—buy these useless things—that 
they somehow think are going to make 
them closer to the ideal that they’ve learned 
about since they were a kid; of beauty, or 
of something that’s accepted. And it tears 
peoples’ lives apart every day, frankly.
Joe: Is there any plans to release the 
Hunchback “Chipmunk mixes”?
Mike: Did we put it as an extra track on 
a CDR?
Craig: It might be on the tape. Or I think it 
might have been on Myspace.

Mike: No, no. It’s on the tape of Ugly on 
the Outside.
Jay: It’s “Black Sunday, Chipmunk.” But 
there’s also one version of “Sixteen Tons” 
where Craig’s voice is slowed down for one 
part, and he screams “Alviiiiin!” because 
it’s referring to the Patton Oswalt bit where 
he talks about how slowed the Chipmunks 
records down and the Chipmunks sounded 
like normal people, and Dave Seville sounded 
like the devil, which is a pretty awesome 
comic bit if you’ve never heard it.
Craig: That’s never been released though.
Jay: That’s never going to get released.
Mike: We’ll tape it for you.
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